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QUESTIONS:

● what does it mean to design nature? 
● what is the new role of the artist in this  

process?
● could synthetic biology - and the 

questions it raises about the synthetic 
construction of life - benefit from such 
interactions? 

Synthetic biology: synthesis 
between computer science and 
biological sciences

SYNTHETIC AESTHETICS



INFOBIOTIC ART. WHEN ART (RE)CREATES LIFE.
Hybridisations between computer science and biology 
by Laura Capuozzo ©2010
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Between WET and DRY : the living as INFORMATION and MATTER

« Nature? » | Modified butterfly | 2007| © 
Marta de Menezes

«The Interactive Plant Growing»| installation
Sommerer/Mignonneau



EDUARDO KAC

"The Eighth Day"  (2000-2001)

A biobot is a robot with an active biological 
element within its body which is responsible for 
aspects of its behavior.

The Biobot



The “infoBIOtic Art”:  a “floating hybrid” by Laura Capuozzo ©2010

This graph is my interpretation of the 
artistic approaches to organic realm 
and to inorganic one. 
Biotech art practices are situated in the 
intersection between them, because of 
their references both to new media arts 
and bio arts.
This hybridization among the wet and 
the dry, gives rise to a new direction 
for the art world, that I titled
"infoBIOtic Art".



JINSIL SEO

The Meatbook, an interactive art installation, explores 
the use of a novel tangible interface to provoke a visceral 
response in the viewer. It is made from various types of 
meat sewn together following traditional bookbinding 
procedures.

Meatbook. Interactive Installation (2005-2006)
Artists: Diane Gromala, Aaron Levisohn, Jinsil Seo

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l-lYWvWvFzQ


Chloé Rutzerveld 



Daniele Widrig 

The ‘degenerate chair’ is part of a set of experimental 
seating objects produced for frac center’s naturalizing 
architecture exhibition in orleans, france. using sculpting 
techniques usually employed in the creation of digital 
maquettes for movies and computer games, the chair is built 
up of roughly 3 billion three-dimensional pixels (voxels), 
which are baked into one super high-resolution, structural 
skin

Daniel Widrig, Degenerated Chair (2014),
3D prints chair using plaster, sugar + sake

http://www.frac-centre.fr/
http://www.designboom.com/design/daniel-widrig-3d-prints-chair-using-plaster-sugar-sake-01-14-2014/


LIVING DESIGN and 
BIOETHICS

biological knowledge and human values



“Principle of integrity” and Transdisciplinary 

"The great scientists and great artists are not only subjective and pure but also 

objective and responsible inventors" (Richard Buckminster Fuller)

Interdisciplinary means that you have several disciplines which are willing to 

collaborate. Transdisciplinary means that these disciplines really traverse into one 

another. Art is maybe the first field where this could be immanently accomplished.  

(Polona Tratnik)
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